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ABSTRACT
Connected vehicles – cars connected to the internet – are rapidly becoming the norm in the mar-
ketplace. Yet, little work has explored user-centred security implications of such devices. Much like
other internet-enabled devices, connected vehicles suffer from new security threats while also being
vulnerable to persistent existing security threats. However, unlike other widely-adopted Internet of
Things gadgets, connected cars could have serious physical ramifications if compromised, including
physical injury or even death. This paper explores some likely threats, with the view of promoting
more work around human-centred vehicle security.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy.
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INTRODUCTION
Self-driving vehicles – or autonomous vehicles – are one of the most hyped and innovated products of
the past few years. Promises include better traffic management [13], safer transport [2], and even
longer-lasting mobility, e.g. for older users [6].
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Research has focused on sensor technology [2], which of course is pivotal for the concept to function.
Some work has also focused on the technical security of the technology (e.g. [1, 17]), which once again
is extremely important for autonomous vehicles to gain legislative approval and user acceptance. We
must also consider that connected vehicles – those connected to the internet – are becoming more
prevalent and these may face some similar issues to autonomous vehicles.
However, little work has focused on the human-centred security issues that could affect these

vehicles. After all, they share many similarities to desktop, mobile, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices,
where we have observed and experienced clear evidence that bad security practices – or security
hygiene – endanger the safety of data (e.g. [16]). It is also important to note that while some threats
may reflect those of other established technologies, the consequences for autonomous vehicles may
be more severe – resulting in possible injury or death.

HUMAN-CENTRED SECURITY ISSUES
The fact that humans bypass computer security measures is by no means a new observation. Decades
of research has demonstrated how users continue to create poor passwords [12], fall for fake emails
[14], and fail to update their software despite multitudes of research in this area, and the efforts put
in place by government and organisations in educating users [4]. Of course, in many situations the
procedures or systems are not fit for purpose, despite being technically secure. Below I cover some
key usable security problems that have plagued computer systems in the past, and that are likely to
translate to autonomous vehicles.

Software Updates
Connected and autonomous vehicles will need to be patched in order to prevent attackers from
exploiting software vulnerabilities. Computer users notoriously avoid updating their software for a
variety of reasons, including ignorance, inconvenience, and fear [4, 10, 15]. In some contexts, such as
internet routers or some IoT devices, firmware or software may never be updated.

While the update cycle for connected and autonomous vehicles may be less regular than those for
other systems (assuming a higher quality control), users will likely still be required (perhaps by law
[7]) to authorise the installation of such updates. In addition to the avoidance reasons cited above,
drivers may be even less motivated to update their machines due to (i) needing the vehicle again in
an unplanned manner and/or (ii) fear of the update ‘bricking’ their machine and thus being unable to
travel (e.g. to work).
This avoidance behaviour may be exacerbated even more by the fact that vehicles should only

be updated when not in use and when parked in a trusted location – i.e. in a driveway or outside
the house. Out of sight, out of mind. It is unlikely that vehicles will be updated when inactive in
transitional locations – e.g. parked at work or in a shopping centre.
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User Authentication
User authentication will be vital for smart and autonomous vehicles – after all thieves should not
be able to bypass the authentication mechanisms any easier than the current methods (i.e. physical
keys). In fact, wireless keys – a recent innovation – have been shown to be less secure than traditional
keys by being vulnerable to Signal Amplification Relay Attacks [8].
The introduction of wireless keys suggest a movement away from traditional keys. However, new

methods must take into consideration known human behaviours. For example, recent trends appear to
suggest that smartphones may serve as the authentication hub. While maintaining a token is desirable
(we do not want users forgetting their secret codes and being unable to travel!), drivers’ security
hygiene should be considered – specifically smartphone owners’ usage of weak passcodes, reusing
passcodes, or even not bothering with passcodes at all [5]. We also have to take into consideration
users’ negative attitudes towards two-factor authentication in part due to the reliance on extra
hardware [3].
Authentication mechanisms specific to vehicles should also be considered, with the caveat that

even more time pressures and distractions apply when compared with traditional settings.

Social Engineering
Social engineering continues to be an effective attack vector for traditional computer communications
(e.g. [11]). This trend – attackers targeting users rather than attempting to bypass technological
measures – will most likely translate to connected and autonomous vehicles. A probable scenario
would be deceiving drivers to open compromised messages that can hijack the vehicle – after all users
in a driving context are more likely to be distracted, and the UI of the vehicle screens may not lend
itself to effective cue identification (e.g. [9]). Social engineering tactics designed to deceive users into
granting an attacker physical access to the vehicle itself should be considered, for example attacks
that rely on distracting users while in authentication range.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, I have presented some likely human-centred security threats that could target connected
and autonomous vehicles. While the threats themselves are prevalent in our existing devices, these
are likely to be amplified by the context of connected and autonomous vehicles.
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